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Cooking programmes

Do you like cooking programmes? Why/why not?

See if you can find out what GBBO

What kinds of things do you like cooking?

If you don’t like cooking, what things do you like eating?

What different ways can you cook things? Make a list.

 means!



How can you cook these things?

Roast Fry Steam Bake Boil Grill 

sausages bacon            eggs             bread

cake      potatoes         broccoli steak

fish                       chicken
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The Great British Bake Off

Choose some pictures of your favourite cakes and get your students to describe 

them 



Watch the GBBO video 

Describe the cakes you see in the video

What is hidden inside each cake? 

Which one is the best? Why?

Which one is the worst?



What’s inside each cake

● Hearts

● A crown

● A cupcake

● Birds

● The Union flag

● The Union flag

● Red and yellow flowers

● The sun

● A rainbow



Comparatives and superlatives

Good - …………… - the best

Bad - …………… - …..………….

Big - …………… - ……………….

Small - …………… - ………………

Expensive - …………… - …………….

Comfortable - ……………… - …………….....



Comparatives and superlatives - answers

Good - better - the best

Bad - worse  - the worst

Big - bigger - the biggest

Small - smaller - the smallest

Expensive - more expensive  - the most expensive

Comfortable - more comfortable - the most comfortable



Now complete these

The first cake is …….. (good) than the second cake.

I think the Eiffel Tower is …….. (tall) than the Pyramids.

James is …  ……….. (old) in the class, but Henry is …  ….…… (young).

Do you think pizza is ……………(cheap) than McDonalds?



Now complete these - answers

The first cake is better than the second cake.

I think the Eiffel Tower is taller than the Pyramids.

James is the eldest in the class, but Henry is the youngest.

Do you think pizza is cheaper than McDonalds?



Task

Find a cake or dish that you would like to cook. Describe what you need to make it 

and how to cook it.


